Pakatan Harapan & Armchair Critics Will
Lose In The War For The Rakyat’s Hearts
And Minds (MP)
Introduction
The main reason, since our Independence, for the utter and pathetic failures of
the Opposition alliances at various times under the moribund leadership of Lim
Kit Siang and recently by Anwar Ibrahim to defeat the Barisan Nasional is
because the Opposition leaders were motivated by their misplaced egos that
they were the indispensable voice of the Opposition and the utter diffidence in
their ability to capture Federal power. They may have some ambitions to
capture provincial (state) power, but never Federal power. They could never
see beyond the fish bowl of their political existence.
But, for the unbridled greed and lust of the Najib regime for power and money,
which destroyed the fabric of our society, the Barisan government could not
have been defeated by Pakatan Harapan. PH was a mere coalition of
convenience for power, hidden behind the veneer of a campaign against Najib’s
ugly corruption and abuse of power!
The painful irony, which diehard PH arseholes could not accept, is that even
with the factor of Najib’s criminality, these egoistic opposition leaders did not
have the confidence of victory. Tun Mahathir has admitted to this appalling
mind-set. But, nothing beats the deceitful confession of Lim Kit Siang who
unashamedly said that because they had no confidence in victory, they issued a
fairy tale manifesto of “impossible promises”. In simple Queen’s English,
Pakatan Harapan lied, misrepresented and deceived the electorate in
voting for PH on false promises.
Yet, and in spite of this blatant confession, PH crazies continue to cry and
propagate that the PH government must be allowed to continue, because
there is now a “New Malaysia” of false promises. If there was ever a
“Backdoor” way to victory whereby the electorate was massively lied to by a
bunch of power crazy arseholes, the PH “victory” on 9th May, 2018 must hold
the record.
There was no LIFE AND DEATH crisis, but it took Tun Mahathir more than
a month to assemble his Cabinet of power crazies and they have the
audacity to demand a honeymoon to fulfil their “impossible to deliver”
promises. Thereafter, the entire country was held to ransom for nearly two
years, forced fed with the poisoned stew of Anwar’s PM-in-Waiting / FirstFamily-in-Waiting garbage and DAP’s mix of political hypocrisies.
And we were told that we have no right to protest, criticise or object till 2023 and
must vote them into power again because they needed two terms to get rid of
Najib! This outlandish demand, notwithstanding that Tun Mahathir has graded

the entire bunch a miserable 5/10 marks, on the anniversary of PH ascension to
power.
No one resigned, but these arseholes continue to preach meritocracy.
OMG! The PH arseholes were exempted from having to surpass the
Meritocracy Benchmark – the universal normal of 8/10 rule of excellence.
This was the DAP’s ugly backdoor swipe against the Bumiputeras. PH’s
front liners need not meet the test of meritocracy. PH MUST BE JUDGED
BY THEIR CONVENIENT DOUBLE STANDARDS.

Fast Forward to March, 2020
Tan Sri Muyhiddin was appointed by the Agong as Prime Minister lawfully and
constitutionally on Sunday, 1st March 2020 and he assembled his Cabinet on 9 th
March, 2020 and within 8 days (on a Tuesday) thereof, he declared the MCO
(the Movement Control Order) to take effect on Wednesday, the 18 th March,
2020.
All 222 members of Parliament agreed expressly to any decision delivered
by the Agong. The Agong found that the greedy for power Anwar did not
and could not command the majority of the MPs to be appointed as Prime
Minister. And since Tun Mahathir has resigned and agreed to be an
Interim Prime MInister, the belated candidature of Tun to be appointed as
PM (when Anwar failed to be appointed) was a non-starter, and rightly so.
To argue otherwise by PH idiots was seditious to say the least!
No ‘Honeymoon” at all for OUR NEW PM and his Cabinet, with the NSC and
senior Ministers galvanising the entire country in the War Against Covid19 on
the get-go. There was no time for the ministers to settle down to their respective
ministries. The government released its financial and economic plans for the
rakyat to overcome the rigours of the Covid 19 onslaught!
There are no perfect plans, not in Malaysia or anywhere else in the world. Even
National Budgets are not perfect plans and hence countries would invariably
submit a Supplementary Budget to meet unforeseeable contingencies.
The point I am making to PH arseholes and armchair critics is that there is no
basis or the need to “throw” bricks and mortars at our PM. If National Budgets
which takes months to prepare are invariably augmented with Supplementary
Budgets, surely an “emergency plan” announced by the PM can be adjusted
and improved in the future when the need arises. By all means make
suggestions for improvements, but there is no need to demonised PM as is
found in the social media and blogs controlled by PH cyber goons and
dissatisfied supporters of dethroned ego maniac ministers!
These arseholes don’t even have the relevant data to arrive at a reasonable
basis to formulate such emergency plans. But they arrogate to themselves the
unquestioned right to demonise the PM and his team.

I dare challenge these arseholes to declare in public or to me via Whatsapp or
to my website, what kind of recovery do they expect in the future as the basis of
their demonization of the PM and his team.
Would it be a V curve, a U curve (with a narrow or large base) or a L shape
(hockey stick) type of recovery. This is so basic AS IT SETS THE
PARAMETERS FOR FORMULATING THE CORRECT STRATEGIES FOR
THE SHORT TERM, MID-TERM AND LONG TERM TRAJECTORIES OF OUR
COUNTRY’S ECONOMY.
If these arseholes cannot even, with any confidence define their “recovery
curves / shapes” I have nothing more to say to them, other than Just shit the F..K up!
PS. This article is written especially to the guy with a biblical name “David” who
commutes to Australia as an insurance haven (because he cannot decide
whether to be an Aussie or a Malaysian) and people like him sending me
nonsensical opinions and articles without basis and demonises the PM to
satisfy his pseudo-intellectual masturbation cravings!

